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President’s Column
Well, what can I say….This year has been an adventure! Upon 

taking the presidential reigns of this wonderful organization, I 
thought to myself, what have I gotten myself into. It has taken me 
a year, and I almost have an answer to that question, maybe 2005 
will yield an answer. First of all let me say that this year I have 
been in the midst of some of the finest people I have ever met 
and I thank you all for everything you have done for the North 
Carolina Fossil Club and to help me. Whether it was helping to 
set up at a club function, sending along e-mails to share a find, 
or a simple telephone call to say hi, nothing has gone unnoticed. 
I appreciate every one of your efforts. As I look back on 2004, 
I recall some very fond memories. I would like to thank Vince 
Schneider for arranging the superb speakers for our meetings. 
They each brought their expertise to share with us and allowed 
us to gain further knowledge on the topic of discussion. This year 
we went out on a limb and decided to have our July meeting as a 
meeting/cookout. This idea went over well. Not only did it allow 
for NCFC’s meeting requirements, it also allowed for member 
camaraderie which is always a welcome addition to any function. 
Also this year, the North Carolina Fossil Club was able to hunt 
the PCS pit area. Many thanks go out to Curtis Ormond, Sr. and 
the personnel at PCS for their support of our hobby. Yet again, 
this year marked one of the biggest and best November Fossil 
Fairs to date! I have received numerous e-mails praising what a 
wonderful fossil fair this was. For its success, I want to deeply 
thank Harry Warren, director of the North Carolina Museum 
of Forestry and his staff for all of their outstanding assistance, 
Dr. Dale Russell for his excellent lectures, Bob Purdy, David 
Bohaska, and Fred Grady for once again attending and helping to 
identify all the unique fossils brought in, Special thanks to Vince 
Schneider, Bob Flook and everyone from the North Carolina 
Museum of Natural Sciences for bringing the Acrocanthosaurus 
to share with everyone. The “Big Dino” was a hit! A very sincere 
thank you to Curtis Ormond Sr. and Rich Olsen for bringing 
PCS Phosphate and the Aurora Fossil Museum to the people of 
Whiteville. To The Schiele Museum, thank you for spending the 
day with us. And last but not least, a huge Thank You to all of 
the club members who helped and or displayed. Without you, it 
would not of been such a success.

As I look forward to 2005, I am anticipating yet another 
year full of fossil hunting, great activities, and comradeship. 
If any members have any suggestions for future activities, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me at 910-353-8897 or 
fossilgal@hotmail.com  In closing, I’d like to thank 
everyone for the warm welcome I have gotten as your President 
and I look forward to the 2005 Presidency. Happy Holidays and 
Happy Hunting! Cindy Muston

2005 Spring Calendar

This is the last Janus for 2004 - time to renew!
January
16 NCFC Meeting - NCMNS, 11 West Jones Street, Raleigh.  

1:30 pm, Level A conference room. Jeremy Green will talk 
on Mastodons and we’ll have our first business meeting of 
2005!

In Memoriam, Fairis H. Robbins
Feb.19,1908 – Oct.18,2004

Although not one of you knew my grandmother, you did 
by knowing me, because everything I am, she nurtured and 
inspired. When I was 5 years old I wanted a rock hammer and 
every Christmas since then she would buy me one. Since that 
age she would take me to caves, quarries, slate piles, and the 
mineral mines in Spruce Pine and she would sit relentlessly for 
hours while I would bang on rocks hoping to find a treasure 
inside. She would encourage my interest in Geology and 
Paleontology throughout my younger years and into adulthood 
by frequently surprising me with mineral and fossil specimens 
she would purchase, especially fossils which were rare in my 
area, and which to this day I still have and treasure. She even 
became familiar with identifying the specimens and helped 
teach me to identify them too. Since moving to North Carolina 
in 1994, every visit home to Tennessee, I would take the fossils 
and dinosaur bones I found to show her before donation to the 
museum. She was proud of me and so amazed to actually hold in 
her feeble hands something that was alive millions of years ago 
and something she had only read about. She wanted to see the 
museum that I spoke so highly of and especially the dinosaur and 
bird exhibits. Unfortunately she was never able to travel to see 
it so I tried in my own way to take it to her by bringing fossils 
to her. She taught me a lot, especially about nature. She always 
taught me to respect nature and its creatures great and small and 
in turn it would respect me. To this day I do and it does. She is 
gone now but her spirit lives on inside me and now I feel she 
can look down on me and see what she inspired. This is a tribute 
to my grandmother, and I know that she is finally at peace in a 
beautiful place filled with love and all the beautiful birds she so 
much loved. Thank you for shaping me, my interest, and my life. 
I love and miss you very much.  Mark Hurst

mailto:fossilgal@hotmail.com


Boundaries
“The Undersigned agrees to comply with any and all rules and 

restrictions which may be communicated to the undersigned by the 
NCFC Event leader and/or landowner and mine or quarry operator and 
acknowledges that failure to comply will result in immediate expulsion 
from the premises.”

The above paragraph is taken verbatim from the Membership 
Application form you sign each year when renewing. On our 
final trip to PCS-Lee Creek in the fall season (December 4) two 
of our members repeatedly violated boundary lines in the mine, 
according to “White Hat” George Powell. Granted, in places 
the boundary line was not as clear as it could have been, but I 
believe anyone who wanted to could have remained “legal”; 
repeated infractions seem to be deliberate. How many times are 
we warned not to pass the boundary? At least four or five. No one 
can plead ignorance. PCS management considers this rule to be 
supremely important: Last year two “White Hats” were expelled 
from PCS-Lee Creek for life for overstepping the boundary. The 
North Carolina Fossil Club enjoys a special status with PCS, 
receiving more collecting slots than most other clubs. Do nothing 
to jeopardize this status! Any observed rule violation should be 
reported to the trip leader. Members should realize they can be 
expelled from the Club for not following the letter of the law as 
defined by mine and quarry owners. Richard Chandler

Green’s Mill Run Hunt - Oct 3, 2004
On Oct. 3, 13 fossil hunters had a very pleasant mild day in 

Green’s Mill Run after rain threatened but did not produce high 
water.

Bobby Tant, Cindy Muston with Nathan, Christian, and Randy 
worked the lower creek with good results including 7 whites from 
2 inches and 3 mako. From afternoon to early evening Bobby 
moved upstream and ended with 19 whites, a worn meg, and a 2 
9/16 mako. He had a long full day in the water.

Scott Chapman found a small great white and a sawfish rostral.
Marshall Tillett found a lot including two 2" makos in good 

condition and others with feeding damage. Other finds included 
a small white, 6 crow, 3 nice contortus tiger, and a perfect 2" 
Enchodus (fish tooth).

Jim Crisweld found an interesting crusher plate (see back 
cover).

Renee Long found a mosasaur tooth almost as nice as Bill’s 
from the last trip. Bill Long found a 2"+ auriculatis.

John Nash found a 1.5 inch auriculatis. It was a fun day in the 
water finding good stuff.   John Steffensen

Periarchus lyelli Needed
Chuck Ciampaglio is studying the Eocene sand dollar, 

Periarchus lyelli, from the southeastern US. This is the standard 
sand dollar found in the Martin Marietta quarries at Rocky Point 
and Castle Hayne. He needs about 30 specimens from North 
Carolina. They need not be clean or whole, but he will need to 
locate the periproct (anal pore). In order to make the desired 
measurements he will slice the specimens on a line through 
the mouth and periproct. The specimens will need to be whole 
enough that the cross section revealed by this slice is complete. 
He will acknowledge the North Carolina Fossil Club in the 
resulting paper. If you can spare a few specimens mail them (or 
get them to me at the January 16 meeting): Richard Chandler, 
1225 Lorimer Road, Raleigh, NC  27606.

Tall Tales from the Trails, No. 6
Pleistocene Corals at Windley Key, Monroe County, 

Florida

James R. Bain, Bahama, NC
Summary:  Learn fossil corals at this protected site, and then 
collect where legal throughout the Florida Keys.

Difficulty:  One on a scale of five.  Alongside the Overseas 
Highway, the southernmost leg of US Highway 1, which 
traverses the Florida Keys from the mainland to Key West.

Geology:  Surface geology in the Upper Keys comprises facies of 
the porous, richly fossiliferous Pleistocene Key Largo Limestone, 
deposited ~130,000 years ago, when sea level stood ~15-25 feet 
above its present level.

Fossicking for fossils:  Collecting is of course forbidden at this 
State Geological Site.  But once you have learned to recognize 
the common macrofossils in the Key Largo Limestone, you will 
see them in riprap, roadbeds, and construction trash throughout 
the Keys, and in natural exposures in the Upper Keys, from Key 
Largo down to Bahia Honda Key.  Nice chunks of fossils are 
often found rolling around in the waves in the Upper Keys.  In 
terms of the coral taxa present, the species assemblage in the 
Key Largo Limestone resembles that seen in offshore reefs in the 
Florida Keys today (Greenstein et al. 1998).

Southwest of Bahia Honda Key, the Miami Limestone (or 
the Miami Oölite) forms the surface rock in the Lower Keys 
(Hoffmeister and Multer 1968).  In this Pleistocene oölite, note 
the paucity of macrofossils, and the strange, spheroidal grains 
(oöids) of calcium carbonate, which were often nucleated 
around minute bits of shell or sand.  This oölite was deposited at 
about the same time as the Key Largo Limestone (Harrison and 
Coniglio 1985).

Henry Flagler, who built the Overseas Railroad, purchased 
existing quarries and began extracting fossiliferous limestone on 
Windley Key in 1908, and quarrying continued into the second 
half of the Twentieth Century.  Today, the nice trail system at 
Windley Key leads you along the base of cuts into the fossil reef, 
exposing cross sections that are as high as eight feet in places.  

Star Corals are super-abundant in the Windley Key quarries, 
and remain important reef builders in the Caribbean and western 
Atlantic today (Order Scleractinia: Family Faviidae: Montastraea 
spp., also spelled Montastrea).  The quarries on Windley Key, 
which exploited stratum Q5 of the Key Largo Limestone, 
are rich with the Mountainous Star Coral, M. “annularis.” 
Some authorities split this species.  Freshly cut specimens (see 
illustration next page) show the delicate subsurface anatomy of 
the corallite, the structural unit inhabited by the coral animal, the 
polyp.  Montastraea has modest-sized corallites, 4 to 10 mm in 
diameter.  When eroded, the delicate calcium-carbonate septae, 
the strut-like innards of the corallite, are easily broken out, and 
the resulting morphology reminds me of a scaled-down piece of 
Honeycomb cereal.  You will see crushed, eroded chunks of fossil 
Montastraea in road grades throughout the Keys.



Another major component of the fossil reef here is Porites 
(Scleractinia: Poritidae), including the Mustard Hill Coral, P. 
astreoides, which looks like rolling hills, and the Finger Coral, P. 
porites, which resembles clusters of branching, pudgy sausages.  
Porites has small corallites (0.6 to 1.3 mm in diameter).  Because 
the microstructure of Porites facilitates ingrowth, dissolution, 
and replacement by mammalian bone, a variety of surgical bone 
grafts have been developed from this genus.  In some cases, the 
bone graft is simply the natural calcium-carbonate skeleton of 
the coral (Al-Salihi 2004, Demers et al. 2002, Vuola et al. 2000).  
In other cases, Porites or related corals are hydrothermally 
converted from calcium carbonate to calcium phosphate prior to 
implantation in humans (e.g., Pro Osteon 200 HA®, Interpore 
Cross International, Irvine, CA; see White 1989).  Montastraea 
(above) has also been investigated as a bone implant.  

My personal favorites are the science-fiction-looking Brain 
Corals, Diploria strigosa, D. labyrinthiformis, and Colpophyllia 
natans (Scleractinia: Faviidae).  Infrequent but stunning along 
the quarry walls at Windley Key, these ancient brains of stone 
will remind many of you of happy times spent snorkeling or 
diving in warm tropical waters.  Other fossil corals known from 
the Windley Key quarries include Agaricia agaricites, Favia 
fragum, Siderastrea siderea, Acropora cervicornis, Porites 
furcata, and Montastraea cavernosa (Hoffmeister and Multer 
1968, Hodges and Roth 1986, Greenstein et al. 1998).  

As an aid to learning the fossil corals, ask the rangers if you 
can peruse their guidebook to the modern American corals 
(Humann and DeLoach 2001)—that book has lots of “eye candy” 
for those of you who have a soft spot for colonial invertebrates

When the Key Largo Limestone is slabbed for architectural 
use, the so-called Keystone is used to as a high-end cladding.  
Since the soft, porous stone will not take a high polish, it is 
coated with polymer stabilizers for some applications.  Note 
that the visitor’s center at the Windley Key is built of a fine 
Keystone.  The grand Vizcaya Museum and Gardens in Miami 
makes tasteful use of Windley Key’s Keystone (Comfort 1998: 
72-74), as do many other landmarks around the country.  Cubes 
of raw Keystone (about two inches wide) are on sale at the small 

park museum for a few dollars.  These specimens of architectural-
grade Keystone were quarried at the Florida Rock and Sand 
Quarry, Florida City, Dade County.  You might have noticed that 
quarry just east of the highway as you drove south of Miami 
toward the Keys.  See if you can find a cube that exposes a cross 
section of Brain Coral (see illustration below).

Florida is rich in fossils.  A wealth of vertebrate material 
stimulated production of several learned tomes by professional 
scholars (Hulbert 2001, Webb 1974).  Amateur collectors have 
written extensively about the state (Brown 1988, Casanova and 
Ratkevich 1981, Johnson and Johnson 1987, MacFall and Wollin 
1983, Murray 1974, Renz 1999, 2002), but few amateur authors 
have discussed the fossil reefs of the Florida Keys (Comfort 
1998, Zeitner 1968).  If you seek fossil vertebrates in the state, a 
permit is available via my former employer, the Florida Museum 
of Natural History in Gainesville (http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/
vertpaleo/).

In modern reefs, the same coral species you see in the Windley 
Key quarries are subject to bleaching when reef waters are 
polluted or thermally shocked or otherwise disturbed, as occurred 
in the mass bleaching events of 1987-1988 and 1997-1998 (e.g., 
Goreau and McFarlane 1990).  Under favorable conditions, 
corals can recover from bleaching events, albeit slowly.  Living 
coral reefs of the Florida Keys are clearly endangered by human 
activities (Greenstein et al. 1998, Wilkinson 2004: 16).  Elkhorn 
and Staghorn Corals, Acropora spp., are especially vulnerable to 
the White Pox disease, which appears to be caused by Serratia 
marcescens, a bacterium found in the intestines of humans and 
other mammals.  Inadequate treatment of sewage is probably one 
piece of the puzzle in the global decline of coral reefs (Wilkinson 
2004: 67).  

Some scientists hypothesize that desertification in northern 
Africa, promoted by human activities, harms coral reefs in the 

New World when winds transport dust across the Atlantic, and 
coral organisms are subjected to blasts of red dust rich in soil 
bacteria and fungi.  Some circumstantial evidence supports this 
hypothesis.  But while walking the quarry trails at Windley Key, 
note the lenses of red material in the early Pleistocene reef.  

Fossil Montastraea, Star Coral,
from Monroe County, Florida Keys

A fossil Brain Coral from the active quarry at
Florida City, Dade County



Geologists have long recognized Saharan dust in corals in the 
Americas.  The debate over the role of dust in modern reef health 
goes on.

Global warming is expected to have deleterious short- and 
long-tern effects on the Florida Keys.  In the short term, warming 
water might cause major coral-bleaching events that would harm 
the tourism economy.  In the long term, the Keys (and much 
of the Florida mainland’s coast) might be submerged and thus 
rendered uninhabitable.  If inundation is rapid, wholesale death 
of coral reefs might ensue.  The Monroe County Board of County 
Commissioners has declared its intent to work with the Alliance 
of Small Island States (Aosis), a world group of low-lying island 
nations subject to destruction by rising sea levels.

When you have seen enough of the quarry walls, borrow a 
copy of the excellent guidebook to Windley Key, and take your 
time on the trail system.  Bug juice is a must.  Even it you are 
not a confirmed birdwatcher, consider taking along your camera 
and binoculars—the Keys are home to several birds that are 
infrequently seen farther north.  

Here, in a secure location and with knowledgeable staff on 
hand, you can learn seaside plant species that are common 
throughout the Caribbean Basin.  Ask the rangers to point out 
some of the plants’ adaptations to hurricanes and the scarcity 
of fresh water.  Near the museum, study the Lignumvitae tree 
(Guaiacum spp.) and consider its place in human history.  This 
small, evergreen “tree of life” has wood so tough that it was once 
coveted for machine parts, such as gears and pulleys.  In the days 
before modern polymer chemistry and metallurgy, battles were 
fought over Lignumvitae stands.  Another favorite of mine, the 
Gumbo-limbo tree, is the one with the smooth, peeling red bark 
(Bursera simaruba).  

On the park’s trails, note the distinct changes in vegetation 
as one moves a short distance downslope from dry “hammock” 
forest to the saltwater on the Florida Bay side of the island.  As 
you descend toward the water, you first encounter Buttonwood 
(Conocarpus erectus) and White Mangrove (Languncularia 
racemosa), then Black Mangrove (Avicennia germinans), and 
finally, with its feet in the saltwater, the tough, “many-legged” 
Red Mangrove (Rhizophora mangle).  All around the world, 
mangrove tangles are key components of vital warm-coastal 
ecosystems, and serve as nurseries for lots of critters, at all levels 
of the food chain.  Preserving mangrove forests is a good way 
to preserve coastal wildlife.  At the point on the trail where your 
forward progress is blocked by the impenetrable Red Mangrove 
thicket, a lookout tower is planned, so that one might someday 
see beyond the mangrove jungle to Florida Bay.

Navigation:  Windley Key Fossil Reef State Geological Site is 
on the Florida Bay (north) side of the Overseas Highway at mile 
marker (MM) 85.5.  Mileages refer to Key West as zero.  The 
park is closed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

Where to camp and what else to see:  Florida’s state parks 
consistently rank among the best in the nation.  Three in the 
Keys offer camping:  Long Key (MM 67.5), Bahia Honda (MM 
37), and John Pennekamp Coral Reef (MM 102.5) State Parks.  
Reservations are a must at peak times, especially the colder 
months of the year, and can be made up to eleven months in 
advance, on-line, via http://www.floridastateparks.org/.  I have 
camped at two of those three, and I will try the commercial KOA 
campground on Sugarloaf Key (MM 20) over Christmas 2004 

to New Years’ 2005.  To preserve as much space as possible 
for native plants and animals, camping areas in Florida’s state 
parks tend to be small, cramped, and near highways, but they are 
otherwise well-designed and well-maintained.

Don’t miss the headquarters of the Florida Keys National 
Wildlife Refuges on Big Pine Key, in a shopping center 1⁄4 north 
of the highway on Key Deer Boulevard (turnoff at MM 30; 
closed on weekends).  Chickens and roosters roaming the parking 
lot add local color.  Inside the visitors’ center, you can learn to 
distinguish the American Alligator from the American Crocodile.  
Both are present in the Keys.  Stuffed specimens of the tiny Key 
Deer and other endemic wildlife are also on display.  If you want 
to look for wild Alligators, ask the ranger for directions to the 
nearby Blue Hole on Big Pine Key.

Just when you thought the Cold War was over, you discover 
that only 90 miles of saltwater separate Key West from Havana, 
Cuba, and that you can enjoy Spanish-language broadcasts 
from both countries, especially at night.  If you would like a 
taste of the programming offered by both sides, check out the 
Web sites of the pro-Fidel station, Radio Habana Cuba (http://
www.radiohc.org/english.html), and the anti-Fidel station, Radio 
Martí (http://www.martinoticias.com/radio.asp).  The latter is 
only offered in Spanish.

Let me rave a bit about another little fossil-rich Key where I 
wander in my daydreams.  Beaches are quite rare in these rocky 
coral isles (Hoffmeister and Multer 1968), though many resorts 
and a few public parks have constructed small, artificial beaches 
to meet the expectations of tourists.  Some authorities consider 
the natural Sandspur Beach at the northeast end of Bahia Honda 
Key to be one of the most beautiful beaches in the 50 United 
States.  It is worth the drive (to MM 37) and the nominal fee 
for day use in Bahia Honda State Park (~$4).  Note that the 
calcareous sand derives from fossiliferous coral rubble, and is 
fundamentally different from the white, silicic, oceanic sand on 
most mainland Florida beaches.  Waves usually deposit a pile of 
green Seagrass chaff along the tide mark, which ferments in the 
near-tropical sun.  Don’t be squeamish—walk over the smelly 
green stuff and wade out into the patches of coral and sand here 
in the Straits of Florida.  The water is shallow and warm, and this 
beach is a good spot for beginning snorkellers.  On the night of 
23-24 July 2004, it was too hot and humid to sleep, so I walked 
back and forth along Sandspur Beach in the dark, and took short 
cat naps on the coral sand.  A large sea turtle was moving back 
and forth less than 100 yards offshore, craning its neck out of 
the water, possibly scouting for a mate or a nesting site.  I hid 
and watched it, but it did not come ashore.  Strolling among the 
exotic hammock and mangrove forests on the Silver Palm Nature 
Trail at the northeast end of that beach, you can imagine that you 
are on ‘most any low-lying islet in the American tropics.  Adding 
to the illusion, authentic Jamaican meat patties and Cuban 
pastries can be found in the shop at the park marina by the Bahia 
Honda railroad trestle.  

Shopping and night life are engaging near Windley Key in 
mellow Islamorada (“a little drinking village with a fishing 
problem”) and farther afield in cosmopolitan Key West, at the 
end of the Overseas Highway (MM 0).  On the whole, the Keys 
are developed even more heavily than Hawaii, but there are still 
many nice spots, if you take the time to find them.
For further information, contact:  Windley Key Fossil Reef 
State Geological Site, PO Box 1052, Islamorada, FL 33036, 
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phone (305) 664-2540.
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North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences Fundraiser
Please join the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences for a 
fun-filled evening - LOVE IN THE TROPICS! This annual event 
is a fundraiser for the Educators of Excellence Fund which allows 
outstanding North Carolina teachers to participate in remarkable 
field experiences.

LOVE IN THE TROPICS will be held Saturday, February 5, 
from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Tickets are $20. This event will feature a 
silent auction where you can bid on delightful items such as:

• A trip for two to the Caribbean
• A kayak
• Tickets to exciting sporting events
• Unique “objets d’art”

Dance to the hot music of Saludos Compay or learn the Latin 
salsa from professional instructors. Indulge in chocolate fondue 
and other fabulous desserts provided by the Acro Café, or sample 
libations at the cash bar. Go wild and bid on one-of-a-kind items 
at the annual silent auction. Tropical Attire suggested, must be 
over 21 to attend.
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ALBERTA AND THE CAROLINA COASTAL PLAIN:
WHERE DID THE DINOSAURS GO?

Or Colonel Fred Augustus Olds (1853-1935) and his giant 
Canadian snowbirds
Dale A. Russell

Read before the North Carolina Fossil Club, 6 November 2004

I am very grateful to Harry Warren, our host and Director of the 
North Carolina Museum of Forestry, who so graciously invited 
me to be with you today. His contagious enthusiasm and kind 
support are much appreciated. He even showed me how to speak 
to an officer in order to avoid receiving a speeding ticket. It’s a 
pleasure to thank Vince Schneider, my colleague at the North 
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, for generously introducing 
me to the history of fossil collecting in North Carolina and our 
museum’s fossil vertebrate collections. Be gentle with Vince; 
he lives in terror of what bone I’m going to drop next. Warm 
thanks go to Larry Barden, of the University of North Carolina, 
Charlotte, and Steve Claggett, State Archaeologist for North 
Carolina, for their much-appreciated professional counsel. 
Hopefully, their association with me will not tarnish their 
reputations. And all of us bear a debt of gratitude to a famous 
North Carolinian named Colonel Fred Augustus Olds. Colonel 
Olds assembled a great collection of Indian artifacts, and firearms 
dating from the Revolutionary War and the War Between the 
States. He inspired many people about the history of our state, 
and founded the North Carolina Museum of History.

Today, with Colonel Olds’ permission, we are going to look 
not at human history, but at the prehistory of life. First, we will 
compare Carolina wildlife with African wildlife, and then with 
wildlife during the dinosaurian era in Canada. We will find that 
in many ways Carolina wildlife resembles the wildlife of ancient 
Canada more closely than it does modern African wildlife. We 
will then examine how life changed between the dinosaurian 
era and the present, even as landscapes and weather remained 
the same. Finally, perhaps to our surprise, we will begin to 
suspect that our fossils tell us that the history of life is really not 
haphazard, but a fascinating, vast and very constructive process.

By 1739, long before the Colonel’s time, Carolinians born in 
Africa recognized that bones belonging to elephants somehow 
found their way to colonial South Carolina. When the Colonel 
was still a boy and listening to the tales of Confederate veterans, 
pieces of dinosaur bones were found in the watershed of the 
Cape Fear River. Is there a boy alive who is not fascinated by 
dinosaurs? And by the time the Colonel regrettably passed away, 
it was known that at least two kinds of native elephants had once 
inhabited North Carolina. Elephants in North Carolina?! 

I refuse to believe that the Colonel’s imagination would not 
have immediately been fired by the idea of North Carolina 
Paleoindians hunting North Carolina elephants. The bronze statue 
in front of the Museum of History in Raleigh shows him holding 
a key in his outstretched hand. What does that key signify? 
Perhaps some of you know, but my guess it is the key that 
represents an appreciation of the past. It unlocks reverence for 
life. The past is just as fascinating as the future, probably because 
we know a little bit more about it. With this notion begins a story 
of the really deep past that I would like to share with you today. 
I hope it will enrich your lives a little. Keep in mind that during 
the Colonel’s time, the greatest fossil field of dinosaurs in the 
world was discovered on the far-away plains of western Canada, 

and that these dinosaurs lived at the same time as the dinosaurs 
that left their bones in the Carolina coastal plain. Remember too, 
that when we look around North Carolina today, there are no 
elephants. We can find only three large animals: deer, bear and 
the big alligator that lives beside the U.S.S. North Carolina in 
Wilmington.

It wasn’t always this way. The first clue that something was 
missing in our image of the past were the tall-grass prairies that 
covered much of the state when Spanish explorers came to North 
Carolina, like Hernando DeSoto in 1540 and Juan Prado in 1567. 
That was not millions of years ago; it was only about 450 years 
ago. The grass on those prairies was over their heads, and it was 
impossible for 600 Spaniards in 1540 and 125 Spaniards in 1567 
to miss it. The prairies were maintained by Indians who burned 
the prairies every winter. Tree seedlings were removed by the fire 
so that every spring the grass sprouted back from deep roots. The 
prairies supported large herds of buffalo and elk, which in turn 
fed predators like wolves and panthers. Remember, that was 450 
years ago. By 250 years ago, the farmers who settled the interior 
of North Carolina no longer burned the prairies, and the prairies 
were rapidly overgrown by forests, and forgotten. Later, some 
large birds, like the trumpeter swan and the whooping crane, and 
smaller birds like the passenger pigeon and the Carolina parakeet 
also disappeared from North Carolina. It was only 15 years ago 
that the tall grass prairies began to be artificially recreated by 
fires, transplants and seedlings.

Were there elephants in the tall-grass prairies? Almost 
certainly yes, but that was long before the Spanish expeditions 
arrived. Radiocarbon dates tell us that mastodons were still here 
10,500 years ago. They were (no doubt very carefully and very 
respectfully) hunted by native North Carolinians who made a 
certain kind of flint point – called the Clovis point. A few hundred 
years earlier, a bunch of large herbivores that weighed a ton or 
more lived in the Carolinas, including a gigantic armadillo, two 
kinds of giant ground sloth, three kinds of elephant and a huge, 
long-horned bison. There were many different kinds of predators 
too, including huge wolves, lions and saber-toothed tigers. The 
mastodon and the prairie mammoth, and the two great cats were 
much larger than modern African elephants and lions. Some 
anthropologists suspect that people were living in Virginia and 
South Carolina even earlier, perhaps as long ago as 18,000 years 
ago. Whether they came from Asia across the Alaskan land bridge 
or from Europe on small boats south of the frozen North Atlantic 
pack ice is debated. In either case, these people would have lived 
among really big game in North Carolina for at least 7,000 years, 
and they had only fire, spears and their wits to deal with them. 
Imagine what the commute between Raleigh and Wilmington 
was like then. Think of the stories the hunters could have told the 
Colonel!  

When the ancestors of the hunters arrived in North America 
long ago, as the ice sheets centered in Canada were beginning 
to melt, they found a land that had never known human hunters. 
They, however, were very familiar with Eurasian big game 
animals, and have left haunting paintings of them in the caves 
of southern France and northern Spain. At first, North American 
game populations withstood the steady loss of animals. Then, 
most of the large animals suddenly disappeared, either because 
of a short but rapid return of severe ice age climates or over-
hunting, or both. The hunters avoided starvation by hunting 
smaller animals, like buffalo, deer and rabbits, and supplementing 
their diets with wild plants and fish they caught in traps along the 



coast. 
Well, I imagine that you-all have lots of things to think about 

now without fussing about dinosaurs. But those bones are still 
there along the Cape Fear, and in a very strange and very real 
way they are connected to the bones of North Carolina big game 
animals. You see, they tell us something about the history of 
life that’s far too interesting for us to pass up. If we just look at 
the trees we’ll miss the forest. And to see and understand that 
forest, we have to look at skeletons of Alberta dinosaurs and the 
living big game animals of Africa. When paleontologists wish to 
understand dinosaurian ecology they usually begin by comparing 
dinosaurs to African big game. So we’ll start with Africa.

Looking at beautiful photographs in the National Geographic 
does not communicate the emotional impact of being in Africa. 
Africa feeds the imagination and alters the soul. The game 
reserves are haunted by ancient memories inherited from 
forgotten ancestors. With colleagues both local and from other 
countries, I have searched for dinosaur bones in arid valleys 
of northern Kenya, in seasonally defoliated forests near the 
Indian Ocean in southern Tanzania, across sterile, wind-blasted 
landscapes of the Egyptian Sahara, and on sun-fried slopes of 
the Moroccan Atlas. How can one forget elephant-shattered 
bottle trees, the bites of tsetse flies that feel like hot pliers, 
the sickening, electric heat of the midday sun, and corpulent 
hippos basking on river banks littered with dung? Or fleeting 
sunsets merging into restless nights, punctuated by disembodied 
roars and lazy but lethal bites of malarial mosquitoes. Nights 
eventually ending with the haunting call of doves announcing the 
sweat-drained arrival of another African dawn. Africa contains 
the bones of ancient humans and artifacts of extinguished 
civilizations, and yet underscores the power of life. 

The great African reserves were established in areas where 
humans could not live. It was not so much large animals that kept 
us out, but invisible diseases such as malaria, sleeping sickness, 
elephantiasis, snail fever and black-water fever – diseases that 
are unknown in cooler climates. African big game animals are 
not unlike the large ice age animals of North America whose 
lands were colonized by humans from Asia and Europe. The 
large predators of Africa closely resemble the large predators of 
ancient North Carolina, and the elephants, giraffe, Cape buffalo, 
large antelopes, zebras and warthogs find their counterparts, 
respectively, in the prairie mammoths , giant llamas, bison, elk, 
deer, horses and peccaries of the old Carolina coastal plain. But 
there were differences – the African reserves are populated by 
many different kinds of antelopes (literally bovids – relatives of 
cattle) that except for bison never reached our continent. Neither 
do rhinos nor hippos live here. On the other hand, the Carolina 
mastodons, great ground sloths, giant armadillos and saber-
toothed tigers are unduplicated by similar animals in Africa. 
Remember also that many kinds of large animals lived north of 
the Carolinas, near the edge of a great arctic ice sheet. Among 
these were giant short-faced bears and woolly mammoths. During 
glacial periods, some of these animals (particularly caribou and 
sometimes woolly mammoth) visited the Carolina coastal plain. 
There are no ice-sheets in Africa, and no big game adapted to the 
taiga or tundra. 

There are other, subtler but no less astonishing differences 
between animal life on the Carolina coastal plain and on the 
interior plains of Africa. The peculiar insect-eating pangolins, 
aardvarks and aardwolves of Africa were more or less duplicated 
by large and small armadillos in the Carolinas. However, African 

rain forests are inhabited by an enormous variety of birds and 
climbing mammals. Yet the number of different kinds of African 
turtles is miniscule, and salamanders are completely absent. The 
ancient Carolinas were pervaded by a mystique that differed from 
that of Africa. They did not contain the ancestry of humans, but 
they did host samples of the biological patrimony of Eurasia and 
South America, as well as (indirectly) of Africa. Life flowed into 
this continent across land bridges that appeared as continental ice 
sheets grew and ocean levels fell. Carolina big game was large 
and bewilderingly unique, and perhaps in its innocence it was 
somehow dinosaurian.   

Even dinosaurs in Africa differed from those that left their 
bones in the banks of the Cape Fear River and Red Deer River 
in western Canada. These African dinosaurs lived at a time when 
equatorial climates were very hot, and droughts were frequent 
and long-enduring. They grew fan-like heat radiators on their 
backs, or became semi-aquatic like hippos to avoid the great heat. 
You remember the famous Spinosaurus that starred in Jurassic 
Park. The winters in southern Canada are pretty brisk, and were 
even more brisk during glacial intervals when almost all of 
Canada was covered by sheets of continental ice. However, if we 
wish to find Carolina-like climates in North America 75 million 
years ago, we must go to southern Canada – 2,000 miles west and 
1,000 miles north of where we are today. These dinosaurs lacked 
the adaptations that enabled their African cousins to survive 
extremes of midday heat and severe droughts.

This poses the question: how would life on a warm temperate 
North American coastal plain inhabited by mastodons a few 
thousand years ago compare with life on a warm temperate North 
American coastal plain inhabited by dinosaurs 75 million years 
ago? The answer is surprisingly well, with some interesting 
differences.

For several years, the North Carolina Museum of Natural 
Sciences has sponsored a program whereby outstanding teachers 
from our state visit Dinosaur Provincial Park in Alberta. The 
park has been designated as a United Nations World Heritage 
Site for one simple reason – more skeletons of more different 
kinds of dinosaurs have been found within it than within any 
other area of comparable size on earth. When these dinosaurs 
were living, environments in Alberta were nearly the same as 
those on the Carolina coastal plain today. Winter days were short, 
but frosts, if they occurred, were light. Long, hot and humid 
summer days and swelling cacophonies of cicadas faded into 
lingering Canadian sunsets. Violent electrical storms produced 
forest fires and sporadic hurricanes brought floods that drowned 
dinosaur herds containing thousands of animals. Landscapes 
also resembled those of present-day North Carolina. Rivers from 
western mountains, in this case the newly uplifted Rockies, 
flowed hundreds of miles to the east to form deltas along a vast 
sea that covered the central part of the continent. For the Carolina 
teachers, the voyage is not so much a change in geography as it is 
a change in time. 

As they walk across the petrified sand bars of the Alberta park, 
many familiar objects greet our teachers. Everywhere there are 
pieces of charcoal, and fronds and cones of bald cypress. Gar 
scales and bits of turtle shell litter sandy surfaces, and when 
they kneel down and look carefully around them they find 
alligator skin plates and teeth, tiny bones of salamanders and 
lizards, and sturgeon spines. If they are very lucky they will 
even find ’possum teeth. After a voyage of thousands of miles to 
the northwest, the teachers wonder if they have ever left North 



Carolina. They have certainly not arrived in Africa! However, 
they will not be in the Alberta badlands long before they notice 
a jarring and exciting difference – the first clue will probably 
be a small, flat-sided tooth with serrated edges. At first glance 
it looks like a tooth of a large lizard, but its long, tapering root 
indicates that it’s from a creature that no longer lives anywhere 
on Earth – a small, raptorial dinosaur! Then a closer inspection 
of all those tiny bits of bone littering the ground will reveal that 
most of them are not fragments of turtle shell. They are shattered 
bits of bone from the skeletons of animals as large as elephants, 
but the bones they belonged to do not look like elephant bones! 
How our intrepid teacher could resist this realization is beyond 
me. It’s time to put the water bottle into the backpack and 
start looking for a skeleton that will reveal what this so-called 
“elephant” really looks like. Chances are that after about a week 
of painstakingly – and he or she will encounter real pain – of 
painstakingly searching the badlands our teacher will probably 
find a skeleton of a duck-billed dinosaur. 

Duckbilled dinosaurs are typically slender animals with a head, 
neck and body about a dozen feet long, and a tail of about the 
same length. The ones in the park weighed two to four tons. They 
carried a powerful battery of grinding teeth that resembles that 
of an elephant, but is narrower, like the dental battery of a camel. 
The animal didn’t look much like an elephant – it appeared 
like a kind of a blend between a camel, a ground sloth and an 
ostrich. Duck-billed dinosaurs were very abundant; about seven 
different kinds of them once lived in the park. The next most 
common animals were horned dinosaurs – at first their horns 
were mistaken for bison horns, but the animals looked more like 
rhinos than bison. A third group of large plant-eating dinosaurs 
were armored dinosaurs that at a distance of a hundred yards 
could have been mistaken for giant armadillos. The dinosaur 
wolves were tyrannosaurs, and you all know what tyrannosaurs 
were like. A small boy can show you by roaring and curving 
two fingers into claws. They were a lot bigger than a small 
boy, however, and now you can only hear them roaring in your 
nightmares. Saber-toothed tigers would have left tyrannosaurs 
alone. Small boys are pretty sharp customers; they might have 
left tyrannosaurs alone too.

We could go on for a long time now, talking about the care and 
feeding of dinosaurs, but it probably would be better to try to 
look at a larger picture.

In order to see it, we have to make two distinctions in how 
nature changes through time. Briefly, nature adapts and nature 
competes. These are two different processes. We think of 
adaptation as being able to survive physical stress. Organisms are 
adapted to desert conditions or polar climates. The best adapters 
are bacteria – they can live or survive just about anywhere. 
Bacteria inhabited the Earth 4 billion years ago and have 
established themselves in gold deposits two miles below sea level 
and have been sought on Antarctic summits three miles above 
sea level. Giant meteorites have collided with the Earth, ice ages 
have come and gone, and 250 million years ago an unknown 
natural disaster eliminated 95% of plant and animal species on 
the surface of our planet. Bacteria remained just bacteria, and it’s 
almost impossible to beat them at what they do best – surviving. 

When we think of the famous struggle for existence – which 
actually has a strong theme of collaboration incorporated into 
it that’s often overlooked – we think of competition between 
organisms.  The best competitors are multicellular organisms 
such as plants and animals. Right from their beginnings they 

interacted with each other in a way that produces improvements 
in bioengineering – biologists call it “fitness.” When the 
conditions are about right, as they have been for a long time on 
our planet, they can even compete with bacteria. The proof is 
that now roughly half of the living tissue on our planet belongs to 
multicellular organisms. Four billion years ago all of it belonged 
to single-celled bacteria. 

Thus, one very prominent trend in the history of life is a 
general trend toward multicellularity. The existence of one great, 
overall trend suggests that other, smaller-scale trends may exist 
too. The 75 million years that separate Carolina mastodons 
from Canadian duck-billed dinosaurs is a very long period of 
time. When we compare life on the Carolina coastal plain a few 
thousand years ago with life on the ancient Canadian coastal 
plain, what differences do we see that might suggest overall 
trends toward improvements in bioengineering? 

I think that quite a few such general differences would suggest 
themselves to Carolina teachers visiting Dinosaur Provincial 
Park. Listed in order of recognition, and translated into broad 
trends from the past toward the present, six general differences 
might be:
1. Large animals are replaced by small animals
The dinosaur park contained 18 animals that weighed more than 
a ton, while only seven animals in the Carolinas weighed more 
than a ton.
2. Metabolic rates (activity levels) have increased
The structural crudeness and simplicity of dinosaur skeletons 
suggest movements that were generally slower and less precise 
than those of modern birds and mammals. A visit to the College 
of Veterinary Medicine at North Carolina State with an atlas of 
dinosaur bones in hand will surely convince you of this. I highly 
recommend that you do this. Very active mammals and birds now 
occupy niches formerly occupied by dinosaurs. The effects of this 
replacement are heightened by the fact that smaller animals are 
usually more active than larger ones.
3. Land-dwelling animals that laid eggs are replaced by 
those that give birth to transportable young
Most, if not all herbivorous dinosaurs in the park laid eggs. 
Now, herbivores in the middle size range that depend on speed 
for defense usually bear active young. It’s difficult to imagine 
elephants laying eggs. Go ahead, if you wish to try. 
4. Animals with simple nervous systems (and simple 
behavior) have been replaced by animals with complex 
central nervous systems (and more complex behavior) 
The amazingly small size of the dinosaur brain has been known 
for more than a century. As a person at the American Museum in 
New York has pointed out, the brain of a 40-ton brontosaur was 
about as large as the electronic mouse attached to your computer. 
Only when it’s geometrically scaled to body weight does it 
become comparable in size to the brain of modern reptiles. The 
same is true of the brain in most park dinosaurs, with the notable 
exception of one small, bird-like dinosaur in which it was about 
as large as that of a chicken. On the average, the brain of a park 
dinosaur weighed about one twenty-fourth of that of a mammal 
of the same body weight. Thus an average modern mammal has 
a brain 24 times larger. It would be logical to expect that the 
behavior of a park dinosaur would be about one twenty-fourth as 
complex as that of an average modern mammal.
5. The variety of different kinds of plants and animals is 
much greater now than it was 75 million years ago



The variety of plants has tended to increase through time. 
However, the fossil plants of the dinosaur park have not really 
been studied. The samples that are most complete and nearest to 
the park in space and time are from dinosaur-bearing strata that 
are about 65 million years old, or 10 million years younger than 
those in the park. Even this younger flora was probably less than 
one-third as diverse as the plants now living in the Carolinas. 
Thus there has been an increase in the different varieties of 
plants of over 3 times. Mammals, fresh-water fishes, snakes and 
particularly birds have enormously diversified since dinosaur 
park time, so that the smaller backboned animals of the park were 
probably about one-ninth as diverse as their modern Carolina 
counterparts. Thus, the variety of small animals has increased by 
9 times
6. Organisms that go it alone have been replaced by 
organisms that compete through co-operation
This generalization may have been the least obvious, but 
nevertheless should have been apparent if looked for. For 
example, plants that produce large, edible propagules (such as 
nuts and fruits) thereby encourage animals (such as mammals 
and birds) to disperse them. Such plants were either uncommon 
or absent during dinosaur time.  Today, animals tend to carry nuts 
and fruits more rapidly and more precisely to favorable places 
than wind and water carry solitary seeds. Evidently few if any 
park dinosaurs were adapted to eating nuts or fruits, although 
some squirrel-like mammals (called multituberculates) probably 
fed on seeds.

There must be many, equally significant trends that I have 
missed, even though they too persisted through the 75 million 
years separating the Canadian coastal plain from the Carolina 
coastal plain. However, the ones we have enumerated are 
probably obvious enough to be identified in a day’s work by 
any observant and enthusiastic Carolina farm boy of any age, 
particularly if he visited the Canadian park when it was alive with 
dinosaurs. If not, his sister or his wife would have explained them 
to him.

Thus, across the enormous interval of 75 million years, our 
ancestral coastal plain ecosystem headed south toward its present 
Carolinian home. Our planet slowly cooled, but the cooling was 
compensated by the ecosystem’s southerly movement so that the 
local climate remained the same. Biodiversity increased. Links 
of competition and co-operation between organisms became 
more complex. Nesting on the ground became a non-viable 
option – big, egg-laying beagles won’t hunt any more. Animals in 
general became smaller and more active, and the number of their 
behavioral options increased. It began with dinosaurs, and ended 
with snakes and birds.  Bald cypress and turtles went all the way 
through. 

There is mystery at both ends of this huge process. Part of it 
comes from the fact that there is no substitute for being there. 
Bones cannot convey the awesome and almost overwhelming 
reality of suddenly finding oneself placed in an ecosystem 
dominated by giant animals. The gaze of a lion can digest you 
from a distance. We have become unaccustomed to the fear of 
being eaten. 

But there is also the fun of finding things out. At the Alberta 
end, because the Earth was warmer then, maximum biodiversity 
may not have been in the critically overheated tropics but in 
the milder temperate zone. The ancient Alberta ecosystem may 
have exhibited dinosaurian bioengineering at its finest. On the 
other hand, throughout the history of life on land, it seems that 

relatively primitive organisms that are extinct elsewhere tend 
to survive longer in the swamps. An effect of this might be that 
the ancestors of inhabitants of modern Carolina swamps lived in 
drier parts of the ancient Alberta coastal plain. At the Carolina 
end, as in ancient Africa, dinosaur-age ecosystems were exposed 
to hotter climates and may thus have differed from those of the 
Alberta park. One clue is the presence of giant crocodiles in the 
ancient Carolinas, which were abundant in ancient equatorial 
environments of Africa but did not occur in ancient Alberta. Here 
in the Carolinas is a great coastal plain that was fully exposed 
when sea levels fell during times of continental glaciation, and 
is now partly flooded by the Atlantic. Some think that it was 
covered with a savanna rather than a forest, and supported now-
vanished herds of giant ice-age mammals.

We are fortunate to be on the Carolina coastal plain, close to 
its mysterious past. It’s the only place on the Atlantic and Gulf 
coasts where the bones of dinosaurs and mastodons can be found 
close to each other and near cypress swamps inhabited by living 
fossils. Logs and leaves of dinosaur-age trees are abundantly 
preserved here. And it must be said that any modern North 
Carolinian can experience a voyage in space and time to the 
dinosaur park in Alberta. It costs a whole lot less than a week in 
New York City, at Disneyland or on a Caribbean cruise, and the 
Colonel would have led the charge!

We have now sampled a little bit of the story that dinosaurs and 
mastodons have to tell. We now know that there really is a story, 
not just an inventory. And there are many fascinating themes that 
invite reflection. Whether or not Colonel Olds’ giant Canadian 
snowbirds were more closely related to birds that to reptiles, they 
behaved like reptiles, which was fine for the simpler times during 
which they lived. It’s also too bad we lost the big mammals that 
are the glory of modern Africa. A short while ago, while slowly 
jogging through a suburban woods under a full moon, I could 
almost hear the distant roar of an American lion from a tall grass 
prairie, and the answering trumpet of a Carolina mastodon from a 
nearby, wetland forest. Colonel Olds has gone to join them now, 
but he has left his key behind. I guess I’ll be there with them too, 
before too long. At any rate, it’s nice to know that dinosaurs and 
mastodons were once here, and that everything that has ever lived 
seems to have been in a dynamic, ever-changing balance with 
its slowly-changing place in time. The more we know about the 
remote past, the better we understand the meaning of the gigantic, 
unwritten psalm that is the history of life.

So the wonder of nature is more than just a fleeting event 
like an opening flower, or the spreading wings of an emerging 
butterfly, or a midsummer walk beneath a full moon. It is that, but 
it is also a great, positive process imbedded in eons of creativity. 
This process can be sampled by accepting the antiquity of the 
Carolina coastal plain ecosystem and searching for its roots 
in ancient Canada. Here is an opportunity to explore time by 
extending our vision far beyond the limits of our lives. It would 
be less than human to ignore it.

Let’s go!
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Board members and officers, NCFC Event leaders or organizers and hosts, landowners and mine or quarry operators from any and all liability claims resulting 
from injury to or death of the undersigned or his/her minor children or damage to his/her property resulting from any cause whatsoever related to participation 
in NCFC Events.
The Undersigned agrees to comply with any and all rules and restrictions which may be communicated to the undersigned by the NCFC Event leader and/or 
landowner and mine or quarry operator and acknowledges that failure to comply will result in immediate expulsion from the premises.
The Undersigned acknowledges that this release covers all NCFC Events and will remain in effect at all times unless or until it is revoked by written notice to 
the current President of the NCFC and receipt of such revocation is acknowledged.
The Undersigned further attests to his/her intent to be legally bound by affixing his /her signature to this release.

Name        Signature        Date    

Name        Signature        Date    

MAIL TO:  NORTH CAROLINA FOSSIL CLUB, P.O. BOX 13075, RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC 27709



North Carolina Fossil Club
P.O. Box 13075
Research Triangle Park, NC  27709

What are they? (We’d like to know.)
Fossils found by NCFC members Al Klatt (left, at Castle Hayne) and Jim Crisweld (right, at Elizabethtown). Al’s specimen (probably 
some kind of crusher plate) is about 2"×3"; Jim’s is about 1.5"×2.5". Send identifications, speculations, etc., to Richard Chandler 
(chandler@math.ncsu.edu).


